FINALLY, A BETTER STAKE!

SlotLock™ stakes and accessories are faster to secure (no knots to tie), make strap/rope tension easier to adjust, are easy to use (even with gloves on) and virtually indestructible even in the cold!

• Faster to secure—no knots to tie
• Easy to fasten, quick to unfasten
• Easy to adjust tension
• Virtually indestructible, even in the cold

The SlotLock system is really clever. It makes it far easier to get the strap or rope tight or to re-tighten. And, you can go it all with your gloves on. I replaced all of my tent stakes and tree stakes. Great innovation!

WHY TIE A KNOT WHEN YOU CAN LOCK IT IN A SLOT!

1. Feed it  2. Cinch it  3. Lock it

SlotLock™ eliminates tying knots, can be done with one hand, wearing gloves or in the dark. And it works with rope, cord or straps.
**Stakes**

**9" Anchoring Stake Kit**  
(SL9-4) – Includes four 9" green stakes  
Perfect for anchoring:  
- Camping Tents  
- Hunting Blinds  
- Awnings & Canopies  
- Tail Gate  
- Outdoor Sports  
- Outdoor Furniture  
- Holiday Inflatables  
- Tarps and more

**9" Tree Stake Kit**  
(SL9-3) – Includes three 9" green stakes with three 10 ft straps  
With SlotLock™ Tree Stakes, the straps (included) lock into slots in the stake head, eliminating the need to tie and untie knots.

**18" Anchoring Stake Kit**  
(SL18-4) – Includes four 18" green stakes  
Perfect for anchoring:  
- Camping Tents  
- Hunting Blinds  
- Awnings & Canopies  
- Tail Gate

**18" Tree Stake Kit**  
(SL18-3) – Includes three 18" green stakes with three 10 ft straps  
With SlotLock™ Tree Stakes, the straps (included) lock into slots in the stake head, eliminating the need to tie and untie knots.

**Accessories**

**All-Purpose Utility Cinch Pack**  
(SCTBK-2AB) – Includes five black Utility Cinches  
Used for cargo management, DIY applications and securing tarps to trailers, wagons, and more.

**Utility Temporary Shelter System**  
(SCUBK20-2) – Includes two black Utility Cinches, one 20 foot black cord  
Used for creating temporary shelter, clothes line and hunting blinds.

**Timber Cinch Gear Mounting System**  
(SCTBK-2AB) – Includes two black Timber Cinches and two 10 foot cords  
The unique design of the Timber Cinch allows it to easily hand screw into trees without the need for tools.